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A bombshell study released by Stanford University
con頄�rms evidence of election fraud during the 2016
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Democratic Party primaries.
According to a paper released this week entitled, “Are
we witnessing a dishonest election?,” a state
comparison based on the voting procedures used
during the election reveals endemic election fraud
within the system.
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Given the stakes in
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American presidential
elections, ensuring
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the integrity of the
electoral process is of
the utmost
importance.
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Are the results we are witnessing in the 2016 primary
elections trustworthy? While Donald Trump enjoyed
a clear and early edge over his Republican rivals, the
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Democratic contest between former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton and Senator Bernard Sanders
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has been far more competitive.
At present, Secretary Clinton enjoys an apparent
advantage over Sanders. Is this claimed advantage
legitimate?
We contend that it is not, and suggest an explanation
for the advantage: States that are at risk for election
fraud in 2016 systematically and overwhelmingly
favor Secretary Clinton. We provide converging
evidence for this claim.
First, we show that it is possible to detect
irregularities in the 2016 Democratic Primaries by
comparing the states that have hard paper evidence
of all the placed votes to states that do not have this
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hard paper evidence. Second, we compare the 頄�nal
results in 2016 to the discrepant exit polls.
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Furthermore, we
show that no such
irregularities occurred
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against President
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As such, we 頄�nd that in states wherein voting fraud
has the highest potential to occur, systematic e图orts
may have taken place to provide Secretary Clinton
with an exaggerated margin of support.
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Join the discussion…
Della RobinsonMelton • 5 months ago

Yes, the entire world is watching this 3ring circus of an election.
A viable candidate who is constantly cheated by rigged voting machines and corrupt
party officials. attempting to change to a better political delegate system
A woman screaming equal rights for women, but accepts contributions from countries
that don't even allow the girls to learn to read.! And an illegal server in her basement.
A hotheaded billionaire who calls it as he sees it. With no tact and no grace.
97 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Classy Owl > Della RobinsonMelton • 5 months ago

Don't forget all the purged voters, the voters given inaccurate polling
information, the closed polling locations, etc.
66 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›
nb > Classy Owl • 5 months ago

I was one of those voters, my registration went missing and had to vote
using a provisionary ballot !!
6△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anoelg > Della RobinsonMelton • 5 months ago

I will take no tact and no grace over deceit any day.
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I will take no tact and no grace over deceit any day.
27 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›
canucanoe2 > Anoelg • 5 months ago

Well then, if you hate deceit, you should hate Donald Trump, now
shouldn't you?
13 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Patricia C. Gilbert > canucanoe2 • 5 months ago

canucanoe2  It is possible for a voter to have zero respect for
Donald Trump and to dislike Hillary Clinton at the same time. If
this person thinks that Bernie Sanders is the only one running
who would make a fair and decent President, why would you
possibly be upset with their choice.
50 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Raziel Seraph > Patricia C. Gilbert • 5 months ago

Can't stand Trump or Clinton.
Your comment is dead on
11 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Patricia C. Gilbert > Raziel Seraph • 5 months ago

Raziel Seraph  Thanks...
4△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Jenny Hildebrand > Patricia C. Gilbert • 5 months ago

Well said..
3△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anoelg > canucanoe2 • 5 months ago

Hate is a Liberal concept.
8△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Chris Rogers > Anoelg • 5 months ago
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Chris Rogers > Anoelg • 5 months ago

Hate is a human concept. As long as humans are afraid of
something there will always be hate.
34 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Floronius > Chris Rogers • 5 months ago

And is it really irrational to be afraid? Fear of heights stops us
from jumping off cliffs. Fear of insects and snakes prevents us
from getting poisoned. Fear is a survival mechanism, you just
have to manage it well. If you reject it for some sappy purposes,
you'll find yourself dead, literally or figuratively.
8△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

No Disqus Account > Floronius • 5 months ago

The knowledge that I'd die or get hurt is plenty to keep me from
jumping off cliffs, I'm not an idiot. Fear is irrational because
either you can do something about the situation to fix it and
should, or can't so worrying is useless and you're better off
starting to think now about how to recover.
6△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

freedom74 > No Disqus Account • 5 months ago

This is probably one of the lest intelligent things I have ever
seen posted. I am sure you have absolutely perfect control of all
instinctual portions of your brain. Sure thing dude, your like that
guy in Limitless and so superior to everyone!

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Jenny Hildebrand > Floronius • 5 months ago

those are built in fight or flight..Not like the guy on Ghost
Hunters can't fly, heights terrify him, bugs or any kind..It stops
him from doing a lot..He created a heightened fear, exaggerated
terror Funny ..You should fear getting in your car and
driving..most dangerous thing you daily .yet no fears driving at
70 mph with a bunch of nuts on the road...remember “Only
http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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70 mph with a bunch of nuts on the road...remember “Only
Thing We Have to Fear Is Fear Itself” FDR

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Concerned Citizen > Anoelg • 5 months ago

If I remember correctly the GOP as a party has supported
segregation, white's only hotels, restaurants, water fountains,
back of the bus policy, dislike people of color, want guns on
every person, always support wars, vote to support
corporations over citizens, all concepts of love. NOT!
11 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Kathy Ruth > Concerned Citizen • 5 months ago

To be ABSOLUTEY correct you should say the
CONSERVATIVES have "supported segregation, white's only
hotels, restaurants, water fountains, back of the bus policy,
dislike people of color, want guns on every person, always
support wars, vote to support corporations over citizens, all
concepts of love."
During the first half or so of the 20th century the parties
switched ideologiesthe Democratic Party became the liberal
party and the Republican Party became the CONSERVATIVE
one, starting with the aftermath of the Civil war and culminating
with the passage of the Civil Rights Act.
14 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Marck1022 > Kathy Ruth • 5 months ago

You inserted "republican" and "democrat" into that statement.
Conservatives, regardless of party, were responsible for the
worst oppression plaguing the nation in most periods of
American history.
6△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

freedom74 > Marck1022 • 5 months ago

Interesting statement. I would draw from your stance that
http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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anything you deem negative was somehow done by someone
"conservative" and anything positive was done by someone
"liberal"? You sound very much like someone who has a form of
paranoid delusions.
4△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Julian Assange > Marck1022 • 5 months ago

Exactly

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
David Nelsen > Kathy Ruth • 5 months ago

There was no switch. Under Hoover, Republicans were
conservative small government types that voted for civil rights.
Under Roosevelt, Democrats were racist big government types
still. There was a big migration of people from North to South
and to the West that changed regional demographics greatly
after the 1950s. Hell, the Democrat That brought a lot of
Northern Republicans to the South for manufacturing jobs. The
South didn't go Republican until the 1990s when all the old racist
Democrats started to die off. It was Republicans that brought
guns from the North to arm Southern Blacks against the Klan.
3△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

freedom74 > David Nelsen • 5 months ago

Don't talk about history with liberals, you're completely wasting
your time.
3△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

EIBRAN > Kathy Ruth • 5 months ago

Hi Kathy Ruth  that's not quite right. The Democratic Party was,
and still is but a little less so, the more 'left' party focusing on
worker's interests. The Republican Party was, and still is at the
"establishment' level, the more 'right' party focusing on
corporate interests. The difference is that "workers" then, as
embraced by the Democrats and the establishment as a whole,
http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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embraced by the Democrats and the establishment as a whole,
were (pretty exclusively) white men. And, the KKK and similar
organizations tended to be made up of lower or middle income
white men  Democrats. During the '60s, the Democratic Party
began expanding its conception of workers to include women
and minorities (though they simultaneously shifted their focus
away from lower income workers onto "the middle class").
Consequently the Republican Party, particularly through the
campaigns of Nixon and Reagan, succeeded in attracting racist
whites away from the Democratic Party, leaving us with the
strange spectacle of a bunch of angry poor white guys voting
against their interests because they'd rather do that than
convene with minorities and women.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Julian Assange > EIBRAN • 5 months ago

Exactly. So crazy.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

freedom74 > Kathy Ruth • 5 months ago

Prove it. I have followed politics and history ever since I could
read and I can intelligently talk about history for about the last
3000 years and I have seen absolutely no proof of this particular
talking point. To be honest I can't stand the Republican party
from the 1980s to now, but it's not because I believe in this silly
"switched platforms" garbage.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Anoelg > Concerned Citizen • 5 months ago

Ku Klux Klan was the extension of the Democratic party  ask
Sen. Byrd or since he is dead, ask his best friend Hillary Clinton
who raved about him. You do not remember correctly. Your
handle is a concerned citizen but I would highly recommend you
change it to "clueless citizen".
10 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›
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▽ • Reply • Share ›

Concerned Citizen > Anoelg • 5 months ago

First, I don't support Clinton. You're right about byrd and other
southern racists who were democrats. But you can't believe
there are/were more democratic racists during that time or
today. Be real. But look how the republican party has worked for
corporate american, look at all the laws passed to hurt labor,
look at the laws that are being passed to protect corporate, look
at what a shitty job the GOP has done for our vets. They're
quick to send them to war but somehow there's never enough
money to support them when they return, guess which party
has been trying to keep fracking going and creating roadblocks
in from of alternative energy, check out what the GOP has for a
presidential candidate (before you go there Clinton isn't any
better). The republican party has been on the wrong side of
every important issue in the last 50 years. I will say the GOP
hasn't sold their soul only to corporate america, they shared it
with the religious right. Imaging these talking head religion types
now supporting Trump. Now there's a christian value.
7△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Della RobinsonMelton > Concerned Citizen • 5 months ago

NAFTA. Created by Republicans and signed by Democratic
President Slick Willy.
NAFTA created wealth for manufactured industry when it
allowed corporations to pull the red, white and blue rug right out
from under the feet of the American worker and relocate abroad
for lower paid wages.
The cats grew fat while the workers scrambled for employment
elsewhere only to lose again when industry after industry
followed suit and took our economic survival and gave it to
Mexico, Guatemala, Ecuador, and others.
Economic loss within a household creates depression,

http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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Economic loss within a household creates depression,
frustration and desperation. Wage earners feel useless and
undermined by their company as well as their Nations' leaders
that allowed and enact such a bill as NAFTA to create such
economic distress.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

ncfnorcalrep8 > Della RobinsonMelton • 5 months ago

Thank you Della. But NAFTA was not only signed by Bill Clinton
but supported and pushed for by both Bill and Hillary Clinton.
Secretary Clinton has supported most all of the free trade
agreements over the years including the TPP until she "changed
her mind" during the primary. Ted Kennedy also voted for
NAFTA if I am not mistaken. No, contrary to a lot of posters
here, the Democrats have been selling out "labor" and the
American workers to corporate "globalization" for over 20+
years now.
3△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

cascadian12 > Anoelg • 5 months ago

Get out of here, hateful troll! This is a discussion about voter
fraud committed by operatives in the Democratic Party. We
don't need you throwing shade at people posting here. It just
makes you look petty and small.
BTW, the Dixiecrat Party is no more. It was replaced by
Republicans who now run the South, which is why African
Americans are overwhelmingly Democratic.
7△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anoelg > cascadian12 • 5 months ago

Awe, did you forget about your favorite Amendment? The First
Amendment to the constitution? I know as a good Liberal you
would like to disregard the Second one but I am shocked that
you would want to limit someone's freedom of speech.... that
can't be.... Would you like me to point out what hate looks like? I
http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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can't be.... Would you like me to point out what hate looks like? I
can give you some really recent examples.... Or is that just a
favorite blanket term you like to throw around when someone
doesn't agree with you? The Democratic party is a fraud in itself.
It is a party for people who suffer from incurable mental disorder
ran by people who are suffering from decent intellect but serious
lack of character. Why would anyone think that putting the word
"democratic" in front of socialism actually makes socialism a
good thing? Even though it cost millions of lives throughout
history. Why would anyone be so arrogant to assume that it was
"implemented wrong" and they could do it "better" not that it had
a serious flaw in its core? Why would anyone go down a self
destructing road? That proves the mental illness. Would putting
the word "compassionate" in front of slavery make slavery OK?
see more

1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

invincible64 > Anoelg • 5 months ago

"It is a party for people who suffer from incurable mental
disorder ran
by people who are suffering from decent intellect but serious
lack of
character."
Please do continue to educate us on hate, you seem to have it
down to a science.
6△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anoelg > invincible64 • 5 months ago

Time to come up with a new word! It's falling flat.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

invincible64 > Anoelg • 5 months ago

Although you may personally be of the opinion that hate is an
inadequate descriptor of the quote above (and your behavior for
that matter), I respectfully disagree.
http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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that matter), I respectfully disagree.
3△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Robin Lauriault > Anoelg • 5 months ago

THAT I agree with. Vive la Revolution!
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Sirk > Anoelg • 5 months ago

So, are you working for Hillary, trying to change the subject
regarding vote fraud? She'll stoop to anything, won't she?

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Dean Winchester > Anoelg • 5 months ago

Guess what idiot, freedom of speech is only guaranteed when
speaking/writing against the government, it does not guarantee
to be a right on private forums when debating one another.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
DrinkMoreDieYoung > cascadian12 • 4 months ago

cascadian, if you think your an Afriacan, maybe you should
move back if you hate USA... either you're an American or you
are not.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Anon Ymous > Anoelg • 5 months ago

The democratic party totally flip flopped into what it is today. The
south was entirely democrat (I had a great grandmother who
said she would rather die than vote republican and look how the
situation has changed today). Connecting the KKK to the
present day Democratic party is just pulling at straws that aren't
even there.
10 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anoelg > Anon Ymous • 5 months ago
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I had a grandmother too. She lived through WWII and
Communism. Why don't we ask her what she thinks of Bernie
and his ideas and about a party willing to bring that plague on
people again. Hey, nice "talking" to you. I came here looking for
some reason (not really). I didn't find any. But I found a lot of
delusion as expected. Fraud in the Democratic party, haha. That
is shocking, truly!
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

mona19595 > Anoelg • 5 months ago

So what do YOU think about Bernie and his democratic socialist
ideals. Get it straight DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST  Democratic
socialism is a political ideology advocating a democratic political
system alongside a socialist economic system.
10 △

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Della RobinsonMelton > mona19595 • 5 months ago

As compared to our present system where a person can
purchase personal gain for a price? Be appointed to a post for a
price? Gain political clout with major backing into a Foundation
that functions as a washing machine?
No thanks. I'll pass and do a "writein" if necessary.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Dean Winchester > mona19595 • 5 months ago

i.e., FDR and even Teddy Roosevelt.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anoelg > mona19595 • 5 months ago

No, I think Bernie is an idiot and so are his supporters. Just look
at the posts here. The guy didn't have a job until he was 40+. He
is a lifelong politician! What the ...? And I am sure it seems
authoritarian for Trump to want people to adhere to laws! What a
concept. We haven't had it in awhile. Even Obama and his
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concept. We haven't had it in awhile. Even Obama and his
government feels it is OK to defy laws and judge's orders. What
would you expect from the rest of the Liberal population then.
Obama leading by example. I know more about life in socialism
and what communism is from actual life than you will ever read
from your pamphlets. I also know about capitalist society (and
how the US government is destroying it) and how one starts at
nothing and actually gets somewhere without the help of the
government. Socialism DOES require authoritarian government,
you are absolutely right about that (so please tell that to the
poster mona19595) but it isn't ADVERTISED at the beginning.
They don't say  "hey, people, lets make our country socialist!
You starve, have nothing, we the elites will keep everything and
oppress you. Why don't you put us in power!" ???? They
see more

2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

cmrosko > Anoelg • 5 months ago

you are an idiot
9△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

sugarpuddin > cmrosko • 5 months ago

He is totally brainwashed by the people who own him
7△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

freedom74 > cmrosko • 5 months ago

For knowing more about history and economics than you? God
put your head back where you normally keep it, you know that
dark place around the small of your back.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Raziel Seraph > Anoelg • 5 months ago

How did you come to this conclusion about Bernie.
Do you get your news from FB?
It's bad enough this news site accepts non fact checked articles
http://yournewswire.com/stanforduniversityconfirmdemocraticelectionfraud/
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It's bad enough this news site accepts non fact checked articles
and have no beware of ignorant troll signs.
There hasn't been nearly enough news coverage for anyone to
formulate an opinion on Bernie.
4△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Sirk > Raziel Seraph • 5 months ago

More than likely, from FOXnews, which spews anything but the
truth.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Anon Ymous > Anoelg • 5 months ago

Unregulated capitalism has equally devastating consequences
on wealth equality. Why do you think we have anti trust laws
and highly regulate our businesses especially with all the
lobbying done for corporate America? It didn't start out that way.
This regulation came about because there was a clear abuse of
power and gaming the system going on by monopolistic
enterprises at the vast majority of society's expense. No one is
proposing moving to a pure socialist system. We will always be
a capitalist free market country. All Bernie is proposing is more
regulation where the elite are taking advantage (perpetuated by
unregulated capitalism). That's great that you've lived in a
socialist system and have first hand experience with corrupt
leaders. Some political systems are much too fragile for any
kind of fair/unbiased government regulation (looking at you, Latin
America). Do you have any kind of professional/academic
background in social economic systems? You're wrong.
Socialist economies do not require authoritarianism (look at
Europe). Communism does, but they are not equal. Bernie is not
see more
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▽ • Reply • Share ›
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